TECHNICAL REPORT
VEHICLE MAKE:

FREIGHTLINER ARGOSY

REPORT DATE: 2nd February 2014

TRUCK REG:

XXXXX

TRAILER:

XXXXX

INSURED:

XXXXX

LOCATION:

XXXXX

INSURER:

XXXXX

CONTACT

XXXXX

CLAIM / POL No:

XXXXX

DATE OF APP:

31st January 2014

The combination as inspected in XXXXX

Dear Marina,
As Instructed, I travelled to XXXXX to inspect the abovementioned vehicle and trailer to ascertain
the condition of the vehicle regarding its roadworthiness prior to the incident.
This report is based on my knowledge of the vehicles as well as information supplied, offering my
opinion to the insurers on any technical issues uncovered as well as on the circumstances of the
accident as stated on the claims documentation. Where reference is made to roadworthiness of the
vehicles, I am comparing the item under discussion with the relevant section(s) of the legislated
requirements of SANS 10047 2009 – The Testing of Motor Vehicles for Roadworthiness.
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IDENTIFICATION TRUCK TRACTOR: XXXXX

The truck tractor’s was identified by its’ registration plate which
can be seen to the left, it corresponds with the information
supplied by the Insurers.
Engine, chassis number and license discs were inaccessible
due to the extent of damage to the vehicle.
DAMAGE:

The cab suffered massive impact damage and along with the damage to the chassis, engine and
engine compartment components, the vehicle appears to be uneconomical to repair.
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TYRES:
Tyres on the vehicle had adequate tread depth remaining and there are no signs of any serious cuts
or deformations of the side walls prior to the accident. The tyres that were inspected showed no
cause for concern, as the photos below show.

Axle 1 Right

Axle 1 Left

Axle 2 Right

Axle 2 Left

Axle 3 Right

Axle 3 Left
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BRAKES:
The vehicle is equipped with a dual circuit full pneumatic brake system that is assisted by a Bendix
4S/4M ABS system and the extremely effective Jacobs endurance engine braking system. Parking /
emergency braking effort is supplied by four double diaphragm combination spring brakes fitted to
each of the rear drive wheel brake assemblies.
Foundation brakes consist of ‘S’ Cam type drum brakes on all six wheels. Brake adjustment is
carried out automatically by Meritor type automatic slack adjusters.

Left wheel axle 1 – oil leak, soaked linings

Left wheel axle 1 – oil distributed around wheel

Above left we can see is the front left wheel hub seal that has failed in service, leaking oil onto the
brake assembly. A wheel with the contaminated linings would obviously adversely affect braking
performance and directional stability under braking and of course, the roadworthy condition of the
truck.
The even distribution of the oil around the circumference of the brake drum and the manner in which
the brake dust has been soaked through with the oil shows clearly that the oil leak is not a very
recent occurrence.

Right wheel axle 1 – adequate lining life

Right wheel axle 1

The comparison between left and right wheels of axle 1 show the difference between a leaking hub
seal and an oil leak due to accident damage which is not distributed around the entire brake.
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There were serious brake issues uncovered with both brakes on axle 2 due largely to the poor
condition of the automatic slack adjusters.
The automatic slack adjuster on the left wheel of axle 2 has no adjustment pawl. This has resulted
in the brake wearing completely out of adjustment. The extended slack adjuster angle along with the
excessive corrosion and road debris are testament to the fact that this brake was inoperative.

Left wheel axle 2 – large brake lining gap

Left wheel axle 2 - adjustment pawl gone

There is a large clearance between the brake lining and drum, the damaged automatic slack
adjuster has allowed the brake to wind off allowing excessive slack adjuster travel.

Slack adjuster angle excessive – maximum stroke

Left wheel axle 2 - corroded drum path

The extended travel of the slack adjuster is a sign of incorrectly adjusted brakes and as a visual
guide for the examiner, SANS 10047 instructs:
5.53 Braking system ― Specific items
Reject if any of the following are found:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Excessively worn linings, pads or discs; or
Fractured brake drums; or
Levers set to incorrect angles; or
Linings or pads contaminated with oil; or
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Right wheel axle 2

Right wheel axle 2 - missing clevis pin

Left wheel axle 3

Left wheel axle 3

The linings on the above wheel are clearly worn beyond their serviceable limits and are without any
doubt not in a roadworthy condition. The extent to which they were worn was clearly visible from the
side of the shoe, on special tools or experience was necessary to ascertain the fact that they were
in need of replacement and should have been picked up during normal servicing.

Right wheel axle 3

Right wheel axle 3 – no brake adjustment

As with the rest of the brakes on the vehicle, there was no evidence on the brake of axle 3 right of
de-adjusting for towing or of any other means of brake release.
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There is no doubt that the truck tractor was in an unsafe and unroadworthy condition prior to the
accident.
The missing parts of slack adjusters, worn linings and oil leaking on the front left wheel are all items
that do not comply with the provisions of SANS 10047.
In addition, individually, they are serious enough to render the vehicle unroadworthy, combined they
seriously affect the vehicle’s ability to stop as well have a major detrimental effect on the directional
stability of the combination.
The specific items mentioned in SANS 10047 where the vehicle fails to comply are listed as follows:
5.53 Braking system ― Specific items
Reject if any of the following are found:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Excessively worn linings, pads or discs; or
Fractured brake drums; or
Levers set to incorrect angles; or
Linings or pads contaminated with oil; or
Operating cylinders or diaphragms with excessive travel (if the manufacturer's service limits
are not available, a limit of 55 mm for diaphragm types or half the length of the cylinder for
piston types shall apply); or
f) Spring brakes not operating, or wound off, or with the rewinding bolt missing; or…….
u) Brake levers that are not set to the correct angles, as shown in figure 4.

As seen, the truck tractor is undoubtedly dangerous and unroadworthy, as such, should the Insurers
wish to repudiate the claim, they would be entirely justified in doing so, based solely on the condition
of this vehicle.
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Left wheel axle 3

Left wheel axle 3

Right wheel axle 3

Right wheel axle 3

TRAILERS:

The trailers as inspected at XXXXXX
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IDENTIFICATION TOPTRAILER SIDE TIPPER:

License disc– leader trailer

License disc – follower trailer

VIN plate – leader trailer

VIN plate – follower trailer

The vehicles I inspected had the identification shown above and were the vehicles involved in the
incident. The registration plates and VIN plate correspond with the documentation supplied by the
Insurers.
DAMAGE:

Damage to left side of leader

Damage to left side of follower

TYRES:
Tyres on the trailers had adequate tread depth remaining and there are no signs of any serious cuts
or deformations of the side walls.
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LEADER:

Axle 1 Left

Axle 1 Right

Axle 2 left

Axle 2 Right

FOLLOWER:

Axle 1 left

Axle 2 left
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Axle 1 right

Axle 2 right

BRAKES:
The trailers are both fitted with a twin line semi-continuous pneumatic braking system that operates
dual action double diaphragm spring brake boosters on each of the four wheels. These boosters act
upon Haldex type automatic slack adjusters which provide the mechanical effort that acts on
standard S-cam drum brakes. Parking / emergency braking is achieved by means of the spring
section of the boosters. The pneumatic system is supplemented by a Wabco anti-lock (ABS)
system.
Although it is legislated that brake adjustment on these trailers is carried out automatically, several
of the slack adjusters on the trailers have been changed for the manual adjustment type. Apart from
being in contravention of legislation, having the mixture of manual and automatic slack adjusters on
a vehicle is extremely bad maintenance practice as is easily creates confusion for the maintenance
personnel due to the different methods of adjustment.
LEADER:

Axle 1 left – locknut missing – push rod jammed

Axle 1 Left – mismatched radii

There are three issues affecting the performance of the brake on the left wheel of axle 1 on the
leader trailer, these are highlighted in the photos above.
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Firstly, the lock nut for the push rod / yoke is nowhere to be seen. This has allowed the push rod to
wind itself forward and jam against the slack adjuster; this will seriously affect the performance of
the brake.
Secondly, the radius of the brake linings is nowhere near that of the drum, the large gaps at either
end of the shoe in the photo above right shows this clearly. This will result in two things, the brake
will lose performance due to lack of lining to drum contact area and also as a smaller area is
actually working, the brake will tend to overheat very quickly.
Finally, this is one of the brakes where the mandatory automatic slack adjuster has been replaced
with a manual unit. While in essence this is not regarded by many as a serious problem, while I
cannot condone the practice of “going manual”, I am of the opinion that should an operator choose
to convert back to manual adjusters, all the adjusters on the pair of trailers must be done at one time
to prevent confusion when adjusting and more importantly, due to the more frequent requirement for
maintenance in the form of manually adjusting the brakes, only operators confident that their
vehicles are going to be inspected / adjusted at weekly intervals should even consider changing.
The right wheel of axle 2 suffers from the same mismatched radii of the brake drum and brake shoe
linings, giving equally poor contact area between brake lining and brake drum. In this case though,
the problem is made worse by the fact that the brake shoes are the wrong ones for this brake drum.

Left axle 2 - large gap at anchor end

Brake shoe sitting skew

Although it has to be taken into consideration that the vehicle was in a serious accident and these
components may have been distorted due to the impact, the evidence remains that all was not well
with the brake shoes on this brake.
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Poor roller contact

Correct roller marks – clean brake path

In addition to the radius problem, the distance between the edge of the brake shoe and edge of the
brake drum, even if it was parallel, is too large indicating an incorrectly fitting brake shoe. This is
confirmed by looking at the marks left on the “S” cam by the brake shoe rollers which are badly
misaligned. The end result of all of this is a poor performing brake assembly prone to overheating.
The photo on the right above is a good comparison of how the brake rollers should make contact
with the “S” cam, encircled we see a perfect example of how the brake paths differ on a brake that
was working correctly and one that wasn’t. It has to be remembered that both of these brake
assemblies were on the same vehicle and experienced the same events.

Axle 2 right – lining segment missing, other broken

Axle 2 right – excessive lip on brake drum

The problem found with the brake on the right side of axle 2 is more a brake equipment supplier
problem than something caused by the Insured, although normal regular maintenance would have
picked up the problem.
Poor riveting on badly fitting brake shoes, usually through distortion causes the brake lining to crack
and eventually disintegrate in the manner we see here. The remaining lining on this shoe can be
seen falling foul of the problem.
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Axle slack adjuster angle excessive

Axle 2 left – adequate braking

The poor condition of the brake linings on the right wheel have resulted in the booster push rod
travelling to its maximum stroke, pushing the slack adjuster far beyond its allowable 90o. This wheel
would contribute a fraction of its required braking efficiency.
The brake of the left wheel, seen above right was working reasonably well, confirmed by the “at a
glance” indication of the slack adjuster sitting at more or less the 90o position also viewable in the
photo above left.
Since February 2004 it has been mandatory that all Class O4 trailers such as these are to be fitted
with an anti-lock device that complies with the provisions of ECR13, obviously to be in a roadworthy
condition, the system on the vehicle must be in a working condition.
Below it can be seen that the connecting plug has been disconnected for some time on the leader’s
ABS unit, the unit itself was tied up with strapping and had broken off around the socket that should
house the connector plug.

ABS disconnected on leader trailer

ABS ECU with broken bracket and plug socket

GENERAL:
There also were serious issues with the chassis. The main cross member, a major component
critical to the structural strength of the trailer was cracked so badly, it has all but separated from the
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chassis rail to which it is welded. The cracks are not only old, but are recurring cracks. There is
evidence of them being welded before as seen below.

Leader trailer cross member left side

…and underneath

These cracks are what are known as fatigue fractures, caused by the continuous twisting and
turning stresses that are placed on the chassis at its weakest points, created by the original welding.
They are very common on vehicles of this nature and should be attended to long before they
become as serious as this.
With the chassis cracked, only one brake working correctly out of four and the ABS system
inoperative, this vehicle was unroadworthy, extremely dangerous and should not have been on the
road.
FOLLOWER:
Two of the four brakes on the trailer would have been contributing sufficient braking effort, the other
two not. Although the brake on the left side of axle one was one of the brakes working, one lining
segment is starting to break up in a similar manner as already seen and described.

Follower axle 1 left – adequate braking

Follower axle 1 right – adequate braking
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Neither brake on axle 2 of the follower had brakes that were operating correctly. Despite having a
reasonable amount of service life remaining on its brake linings, the brake on the left side had no
clevis pin in the brake booster yoke, allowing it to rub up and down the slack aduster body without
applying any amount of significant pressure to the brake, rendering the brake useless.

Follower axle 2 left – no clevis pin

Follower axle 2 right – “S” cam bearings worn

The right brake assembly “S” cam bushes were badly worn and was out of adjutment, the excessive
slack adjuster angle being the tell tale sign of a below par brake assemby.

The follower too had chassis issues of a similar nature to the leader.

Follower trailer cross member right side

….and left side

The follower trailer as with the leader was found not to be in a roadworthy condition. Apart from the
non compliances regarding the brakes to the requirements of SANS 10047, the chassis issues are
covered in the following section which informs the examiner…..
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In addition to the safety critical issues highlighted in this report, there was other evidence that the
three vehicles of the combination were not just merely neglected with regards to their maintenance
but that the standard of maintenance that they were subjected to when applied, was of a poor
standard.
Examples of the back yard mechanic type of maintenance can be found on the suspension “U” bolts
of axle 1 on the leader trailer where there are different length bolts fitted and to make up the
difference in length, a variety of items including flame cut blocks of steel, ball bearings and oversize
nuts have been used to space the gaps.

Odds and ends used to make incorrect ”U” bolts fit the axle

Whilst this practice on its own, may not be considered an immediate danger to the safety of the
combination, but the inability of the “U” bolts to do their job of holding the axle in the correct position
plays havoc with the vehicle’s wheel alignment and would cost the Insured a fortune in tyre life and
fuel consumption and is indicative of the poor maintenance practices uncovered.

Axle movement and shim coming loose

ABS cable severed

Other items as shown above right include severed and disconnected ABS sensors.
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CONCLUSION:
As seen in the body of this report, there are many safety critical issues that render the vehicles
individually unroadworthy and therefore, the combination as a whole undoubtedly dangerous and
unroadworthy.

While it seems surprising to many that a combination can be driven with brakes in such poor
condition, it has to be understood that approximately 80% of braking effort is only called upon in the
times of emergency with partial braking application and the extremely effective engine brake
catering for the vast majority of braking actions. It is possible to drive a fully laden combination in
normal driving conditions using only the service brakes to bring the combination to dead stop.
I am certain that should the Insurers wish to repudiate the claim, they would be entirely justified in
doing so. I hope this report has covered all of the aspects of the matter as required, please let me
know if there is anything else I can assist you with.
Kind regards,

Peter Banbury
076 012 6162
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